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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative artin ring and let /i be an R-algebra which is a 
finitely generated R-module. In [5] Auslander and Reiten introduced the 
notion of an almost split sequence in mod A, the category of finitely 
generated modules over A, and the existence and uniqueness of such short 
exact sequences were established there. The theory of almost split sequences 
developed further, and similar results for certain subcategories of mod/i 
were proved by Bautista and Martinez [8] and Roggenkamp [9]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to develop a more general theory for 
subcategories of mod/i having almost split sequences, which has the 
previous examples as special cases. 
Notions closely related to that of almost split sequences are those of 
minimal left and right almost split morphisms. These notions were 
introduced in [ 61 for mod/i and further developed in [7] for subcategories of 
mod II. This paper is based upon [ 7] and we therefore use the same 
notations and conventions as used there. 
We now give some definitions and then proceed to describe the content of 
the paper section by section. Let C be a subcategory of mod II. Then a 
morphism g: B + C in C is said to be a right almost split morphism in C if 
(i) g is not a splittable epimorphism and (ii) whenever there is a nonsplit- 
table epimorphism h: C’ + C in C, there exists an h’: C’-+ B such that 
gh’ = h. Dually, a morphismfi A --f B in C is said to be left almost split if (i) 
f is not a splittable monomorphism and (ii) whenever there is a nonsplittable 
monomorphism h: A + A’ there exists an h’: B + A’ such that h’f= h. We 
say that C has right almost split morphisms if for all indecomposable objects 
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c in there is a 23 in C and anfi --f G which is right 
having left almost split morphisms defined dually. Fin 
has almost split morphisms if C has both Left and ri 
morphisms. Subcategories C of mod A having right almost 
left almost split morphisms and almost split mor~hisms 
and some sufficient conditions for this to happen were given there. 
Now assume C is closed with respect to exte 
C --+ 0 is exact in mod A with A and C in C, then 
be Ext-projective in C if Exti(C, X) = 
is said to be Ext-injective in C if Exti& 
e say that C has almost split sequences if
has almost split morphisms. 
or each indecomposable non-Ext-~~o~e~tive C in there exists 
me O+A-+fB-+gC-+O in left almost split: 
and g a right almost split mo 
(iii> For each indecomposable nonExt-” ive module A in c there 
exists an exa sequence 0 -+ A -tf 23 --tg G -+ 0 i a left almost split 
morphism in and g a right almost split 
In Section I the basic existence and uniqueness theorem 
sequences in subcategories 6. of mod A which are closed un 
e criterion developed in Section I for the existence o 
sequences is not easy to verify, so in Section 2, b ~~st~ct~~g tilt: class of 
s~bcate~Qries considered, we get an equivalent con ition, which is easier to 
verify. ection 3 is devoted to subcategories of mod A which are ciosed 
either submodules or under factormod~~es, In the case is closed 
2under dules, the Ext-projective modules are ~~termi~ed a dually, if 
is closed under factor modules the Ext-injective modules are ~eterrn~~~d~ 
the Ext-projective and Ext-injective modules ~o~t~~~es in 
ore we state the main result of that section we need one 
definition. A subcategory C of mod A is said to have a finite cocover if there 
exists a module C in C such that all modules X in 
direct sum of copies of C. We are now able to st 
closed under extensions and submoduies and has a 
are only a finite number of indecomposa ~o~i~orno~~~i~ xt-~roj~~~~v~ 
modules and Ext-injective modules in C. e also describe these modules 
explicitly. The dual results are also stated. 
So far we have assumed that C is closed under ext 
module in mod A* Denote by Sub M the s~bc~t~~~ry sf 
ali objects which are submodules of finite direct sums 
bcategory Fat M of mod A is defined dually. In Sectio 
ngs we have the following result giving s~~~~ie~t co 
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and Fat M for an M in mod/i to be closed under extensions. Let M and N 
be in mod II. Then (i) Sub M is closed under extensions if 
Hom(Tr DM, M) = 0. (ii) Fat N is closed under extensions if 
Horn@, D Tr N) = 0. (iii) Sub Mn Fat N is closed under extensions if 
Hom(Tr DM, M) = 0 = Hom(N, D Tr N). 
In Section 6 we apply the theory developed in Sections 1 through 5 of 
subcategories of mod A having almost split sequences. For example, we show 
that if 5’ is a simple /i-module such that Ext’(S, S) = 0, then Sub(D Tr S) 
and Fac(Tr DS) has almost split sequences. Further, if I is an injective in 
mod /1 and P is a projective in mod li then it is proven that Sub I and Fat P 
have almost split sequences. In these cases also the Ext-injective and Ext- 
projective modules are determined in fully. 
In Section 7 we show that the full subcategory of modli consisting of the 
objects C such that Ext’(C, A) = 0 has almost split sequences. 
1. BASIC EXISTENCE THEOREM 
We assume throughout this paper that li is an artin R-algebra with R a 
commutative artin ring. Following the definitions and notation of [7], a 
subcategory C of mod II, the category of finitely generated A-modules, is 
always a full subcategory of modli closed under isomorphisms and nonzero 
summands. By an exact sequence in C we mean an exact sequence of A- 
modules ... + Ci-,-+ Cl--+ C{+i with the nonzero Ci in C. An object C in C 
is said to be Ext-projective if each exact sequence 0 --f A + B -+ C--f 0 in C 
splits. Dually an object A in C is said to be Ext-injective if each exact 
sequence 0-+ A --f B + C -+ 0 in C splits. 
Next we recall some of the definitions and results given in [7] concerning 
right and left almost split morphisms in C as well as almost split sequences 
in C. 
A morphism f: B + C is right almost split in C if f is not a splittable 
epimorphism and any morphism g: X + C in C which is not a splittable 
epimorphism can be lifted to B; i.e., there is an h: X-t B such that hg = $ 
We recall that if f if right almost split then C is indecomposable. Dually, a 
morphism g: A -+ B in C is said to be left almost split in C if g is not a split- 
table monomorphism and any morphism h: A -+ Y in C which is not a split- 
table monomorphism can be extended to B; i.e., there is a j: B -+ Y such that 
h = jg. Finally, an almost split sequence in C is an exact sequence 0+ A -+g 
B 4 C -+ 0 in C such that g is a left almost split morphism and f is a right 
almost split morphism. We recall the uniqueness properties of almost split 
sequences in C. The following statements are equivalent for two almost split 
sequences O+A+B-+C-+O and OtA’-+B’+C’--+O in C: (a) The 
sequences are isomorphic, (b) A z A’ and (c) C z C’. 
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We say that a subcategory C of mod A has almost split sequences if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) If in C is indecomposable, then t 
~or~bism f: -+ C in C and there is a left aim 
(b) If A is a indecomposable non-Ext-injective in , then there is an 
lit sequence O-+A-+B-+C+O in C. 
ff C is an indecomposable non-Ext-projective m 
almost split sequence 0+ A -+ B + C + 8 in 
urpose in this section is to give a sufficient c~ud~tio~ for a 
of mod A to have almost split sequen This result serves as 
rice theorem in the rest of the paper. wever, before stating 
s result, we recall some facts about dualizing -varieties, a 
in [4]. 
the injective envelope over 
mod A --t Ab is an additive functor. Then for each ’ c m 
elian group F(C) has a natural R-mod 
(mod A lop -+ Ab by @V’)(C) = Horn,@(C), I). 
cQ~trav~ia~t functor D: (mod A, Ab) + ((mod A)OP, Ab) where 
and ((modA)OP, Ab) are the categories of c~varia~t an 
additive functors from mod A to Ab, the category of abehan 
we have the contravariant functor D: ((mod A)“?, Ah) -+ (mod A, Ab), 
e recall that a functor F: mod A +Ab is said to be finitel 
if there is an exact sequence of functors (C,) ) -+ (C,, ) -+ F-, 
7)=Hom(C,,) in modA for 3=B,2. ~milar~y a enactor 
(mod A )‘” -+ Ab is said to be finitely presented if there is an exact 
of fu~6t~rs ( ) C,) --t ( , C,) -+ G + 0. The full stibcateg~ries f.p.(m 
and ~.~.((mod A)Op, Ab) of (mod A, Ab) and ((mod A)‘“, Ab) respectively 
consisting of the finitely presented functors have the ~~~~~w~~g basic
properties: 
(a> If 0 --f P, -+ F, -+ F, + F, -+ 0 is an exact sequence wit 
finitely pr ed, then F, and F, are also finitely presented. 
(bb> 4 F, + F, -+ F, -+ 0 is an exact sequence of functors with F: 
and F, finitely presented, then F, is finitely 
(c) A functor F is finitely presente 
presented. 
(d) The induced contravariant functors : f.p.(mod A, Ab) --) 
f.p.((mod A)““, Ab) -+ f&mod A, Ab) are 
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Suppose now that C is an additive subcategory of mod A ; i.e., C = add C, 
the subcategory of mod/i consisting of all finite sums of objects in C. Then 
the contravariant functors D: (mod A, Ab) -+ ((mod A)OP, Ab) and D: 
((mod A)Op, Ab) + (mod A, Ab) in d uce contravariant functors D: (C, Ab) + 
(Cop, Ab) and D: (Cop, Ab) -+ (C, Ab) in an obvious way. We say that C is a 
dualizing R-subvariety of mod A if F: C -+Ab is finitely presented in (C, Ab) 
if and only if DF: Cop+ Ab is finitely presented in (Cop, Ab) and G: 
Cop + Ab is finitely presented in (Cop, Ab) if and only in DG: C -+ Ab is 
finitely presented. If C is a dualizing R-subvariety of mod A, then D: 
f.p.(C, Ab) -+ f.p.(Cop, Ab) and D: f.p.(Cop, Ab) -+ f.p.(C, Ab) are dualities 
which are dual inverses. In other words, C is a dualizing R-subvariety of 
mod/i if and only if C is a dualizing R-variety in the sense of [4]. The 
reader is referred to [4] for details concerning the basic properties of 
dualizing R-varieties we use in this paper. 
We now state and prove our main existence theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. If C is a dualizing R-subvariety of mod A closed under 
extensions, then C has almost split sequences. 
ProoJ: Since C is a dualizing R-variety, then we know by [4, 
Proposition 3.21, that all simple functors in (C, Ab) and (Cop, Ab) are finitely 
presented. In other words, if C is an indecomposable object in C, then there 
is a right almost split morphism B + C in C and a left almost split morphism 
C-tB’ in C. 
Suppose A in C is an indecomposable non-Ext-injective object. Then there 
is a nonsplit exact sequence O-+ A +” B’ +’ C’-+ 0 in C which induces the 
exact sequence of functors O~(,A)~‘,“‘(,B’)-t’,U’(,C’)~F-tO when 
F = Coker(, v). Since the exact sequence OtA +‘B’+‘C’+ 0 does not 
split F is not zero. Therefore we know by [4, p. 3241 that C being a 
dualizing R-variety implies that F contains a simple subfunctor S. 
Let C be the uniquely determined indecomposable in C such that 
S(C) # 0. Therefore there is a nonzero morphism ( , C)-+‘S which is an 
epimorphism since S is simple. Because ( , C) is projective in (Cop, Ab) we 
know there is a morphism h: C-+ C’ such that the exact diagram 
0 
p 1 
(,C’>-F-O 
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commutes where S -+ F is the inclusion of S ints P. Let 
II 1 p 
(*) 
O--+A--%B’-%(S’-0 
e pullback diagram in modA. Since C is closed under ex%ensions, 
Furthermore it is straightforward to check that (*> iaduces the e 
commutative diagram 
Since S is simple and End A is a local ring, the fact that 
extensions implies that the exact sequence 0 -+ A -+ + c -+ 0 in e is 
f2, Chap II, Proposition 4.41. 
uently we have shown that there is an almost split sequence 
-+ C + 0 in C if A is an indecomposable non- 
similar argument shows that there is an 
--+ C + 0 in C if C is an i~dec~m~osable nonExt- 
module in C. Therefore we have established our des 
almost split sequence if C is a dualizing ~-subvariety o 
extensions. 
2. MAIN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In view of our main existence theorem for a sub 
have almost split sequences, it is importante to kno 
-subvariety of mod A. Unfortunately it does not sele 
check whether or not a subcategory C of mod/i satisfies the general 
scription of dualizing R-varieties given in ]4]. F this reason this secti 
is devoted to exploring the connection between being a d~aIi~i~~ 
subvariety of mod A and the more easily verified ~~~dit~~~ of mod A being 
fu~ctQria~~y finite over C. 
The notion of mod A being functorially finite over 1 Qi- eing 
~unct~r~~ly finite in mod A, was first introduced in [7], which serves as she 
f~u~dati~~ for much of this paper. Recall that C is said to be contravaria~%~y 
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finite in mod A if for each X in mod/i the restriction ( , X) ] C to C of the 
representable functor ( ,X) is a finitely generated functor on C; i.e., there is 
an epimorphism Homc( , C) + ( ,X) ] C for some C in C. Equivalently, C is 
contravariantly finite in mod d if for each X in mod d, there is a morphism 
C + X with C in add C such that (C’, C) + (C’, X) + 0 is exact for all C’ in 
C. Dually C is covariantly finite in mod II if for each X in mod A the 
restriction (X, ) ] C of the representable functor (X, ) is a finitely generated 
functor on C. Equivalently C is covariantly finite in mod A if for each X in 
modd there is a morphism X-1 C with C in add C such that (C, C’) -+ 
(X, C’) -+ 0 is exact for all C’ in C. Finally C is said to be functorially finite 
in modli if it is both covariantly and contravariantly finite in mod II. 
Next we recall that a subcategory C’ of mod.4 consisting of indecom- 
posable objects in C is said to be a finite cover for C if (a) there is only a 
finite number of nonisomorphic objects in C’ and (b) for each C in C there 
is a surjection C’ -+ C with C’ in add C’. It was shown in [7, 
Proposition 3.71 that a subcategory C’ of modd consisting of only a finite 
number of nonisomorphic objects in C is a finite cover for C if and only if 
there is a morphism A -+ C’ with C’ in add C’ such that (C’, C) + (II, C) + 0 
is exact for all C in C. Thus if C is covariantly finite in modli, then C has a 
finite cover. 
Dually a subcategory C” of modd consisting of indecomposable objects 
in C is said to be a finite cocover for C if (a) C” has only a finite number of 
nonisomorphic objects and (b) for each C in C there is an injection C+ C” 
with C” in add C”. It was shown in [7, Proposition 3.61 that a subcategory 
C” of mod II consisting of only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecom- 
posable objects in C is a cocover for C if and only if there is a morphism 
C” -+ D(A) = Horn,@, I) with C” in add C” such that (C, C”) + 
(C, O(A)) -+ 0 is exact for all C in C. Thus if C is contravariantly finite in 
modd, then C has a finite cocover. 
Before starting to prove the main result of this section we recall one more 
bit of terminology. 
Let C be an additive subcategory of mod II; i.e., C = add C. And let 
C, 4 C, -& C, be morphisms in C. Then f, is said to be a pseudokernel of 
.f2 in C if CC, Cl> + (C, C,) + (C, C,) is exact for all C in C and f2 is said to 
be a pseydocokernel offi if (C,, C) + (C,, C)-+ (C,, C) is exact for all C in 
C. We say that C has pseudokernels if each morphism in C has a 
pseudokernel. Similarly, we say that C has pseudocokernels if each 
morphism in C has a pseudocokernel. 
In connection with the above definitions we point out the following which 
will be useful in establishing the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let C be an additive subcategory of modA which is 
contravariantly finite in mod A. Then 
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(a> as pseudokernels. 
(b) If F: (modA)ap -+ Ab is a finitely psese~ted 
whitely presented over C. 
ProojT (a> Let 0 -+ K -+ C, -+ C, be exact with C, an 
an additive subcategory of mod A which is 
there is a morphism CO+ K with C, in C such that 
exact for all C in C. Therefore the induced m 
~se~doker~el for C, + C,. Hence C has pseudokernels. 
(b) We first show that ( ,X) j C is finite? 
mod A. Since C is contravariantly finite in mo 
C, -+X with C, in C such that (C, C,) -+ (C, X) -+ 
~~~~~i~g the same argument to Ker(C, -+X) w 
sequence C, + C, --f X such that (C, C,) + (C, C,) + -+ 0 is exact for 
Thus ( )X) 1 C is finitely presente 
P: (mod A)““-+ Ab is finitely 
xact. Then (,X,>iC-+(,X,)j 
revious remarks above we know that the 
has pseudokernels, f.p. (Cops Ab) is cl 
[4, p. 3 I5 1, so I; j C is finitely presented. 
For the sake of completeness we state the dual of this result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let C be an additive subcategory of mod A w~~~~ is
~ovaria~tly Jnite in mod A. Then 
(a> Fess pseudocokernels. 
If 9;: mod A + Ab is finitely presented, t is ~~ite~~ 
We now turn our attention to the main result of this se~t~~~* 
THEOREM 2.3. The following are equivalent for n additive s~b~atega~ 
OfrnmodA. 
is jiinctorially finite in mod A. 
is a dualizing R-subvariety of mod A with a finite cover and a 
functors (, D(A)) j C and (A , > / are ~~~te~y ~~ese~te~ and 
okernels and pseudokernels. 
ProoJ (a) implies (b). We first show that 
of mod A. Let F: Cop -+ Ab be a finitely prese 
m~r~bisrn C, -+ C, in C such that Horn&, C,) -+” A 
is exact. e morphism fi C, + C, also gives us an exact se¶~e~~e of
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functors in ((mod/i)OP,Ab) Hom,( , C,) +(Ji) Hom,( , C,) + G -+ 0 which 
has the property that the exact sequence 
Hom,(,C,)]C-+Hom,(,C,)]C+G/C+O 
is isomorphic to Horn&, C,) -+( JI) Hom,( , C,) + F -+ 0. Since mod II is a 
dualizing R-variety we know that DG is a finitely presented functor. Hence 
by Proposition 2.1 we have that (DG) 1 C is a finitely presented functor. But 
(DG) ] C= D(G 1 C) = D(F). Therefore if F: CoP-+Ab is finitely presented, 
then DF is finitely presented. 
The fact that if F: C--f Ab is finitely presented, then DF is finitely 
presented follows by a similar, actually dual, argument. Hence we have 
shown that C is a dualizing R-subvariety of mod II. We have already 
remarked that C being functorially finite in mod/i implies that C has a finite 
cocover and a finite cover. 
(b) implies (c). As was remarked earlier, the fact that C has finite 
cover and cocover means that the functors (li, ) 1 C and ( , D(A)) 1 C are 
finitely generated. But (A,X)=/1@,,X and so D(A,X)= 
Horn,@ 0, X, I) E Hom,(X, D(A)). Hence D((A, ) / C) = ( , D(A)) I C. 
Since C is a dualizing R-variety, we know that a functor F: C +Ab is 
finitely presented if and only if F and DF are finitely generated [4, 
Proposition 3.11. Therefore (II, ) I C and ( , D(A)) ] C are finitely presented 
functors. The fact that C has pseudokernels and pseudocokernels i also a 
consequence of C being a dualizing R-variety [4, Theorem 2.41. 
(c) implies (a). W e us s f t h ow that C is covariantly finite in mod A by 
showing that if X is in modd, then (X, ) I C is finitely generated. Let 
P, -+ P, --f X-t 0 be in mod/i with the Pi projective. Then the exact sequence 
0 + (X, ) -+ (PO , ) + (P,, ) gives rise to the exact sequence 0 -+ (X, ) ] C + 
PO, > Ic + PI7 1 I (2. s ince (li, ) I C is finitely presented, the (Pi, ) 1 C are 
finitely presented. But C having pseudocokernels implies that the kernel of a 
morphism between finitely presented functors is also finitely presented. 
Therefore (X, ) / C is finitely generated since it is finitely presented. 
The rest of the implication (c) implies (a) follows by a similar, actually 
dual, argument. Thus the theorem is established. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 2.3 we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let C be a jiinctoriallyfinite subcategory of mod A which 
is closed under extensions. Then 
(a) C has a finite cover and a Jnite cocover. 
(b) C has almost split sequences. 
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Thus we see that subcategories 
extensions and are functorially finit ar to categories of 
~~it~~y generated modules over artin algebras in quite a few respects. 
similarities suggests the following problems about such ~~b~ate~ories 
mod A. 
(a) Describe the Ext-projective and Eat-i~jec~ive objects in C. In 
particular, need there be only a finite number of i~omorpb~sm class,es of 
i~decom~~sa~le objects which are Ext-projective or act-i~jective~ Also, need 
these combers be the same when finite? 
uppose 0 -+ A -+ B --+ C -+ 0 is an almost split s~~~e~ce in 
method of constructing A from C and iice versa simil 
co~str~cti~~ given by the functors D Tr and Tr 
PaPthou we cannot answer these problems in general, we do have 
ation a g these iines in some special sit~ati~~s as we now pro6 
ShOW. 
3. SUBCATEGORIES CLOSED UNDER 
Throughout this section we assume that 
closed under extensions. Clearly an indecom 
ve) if and only if Ext!,(C,X) = 0 
has a minimal finite cover P,(C); i.e., 
ntained in all other covers for C. Then 
if C is a splitting projective in C; i.e., iff: 
is a sp~ittable surjection (see [7, pp. 14-171 
Ext-projective in C. However, in general, th 
which are not in P,(C). Dually, suppose C has a rni~i~~~l finite cocover 
i.e., IO(C) is a finite GoCover of C which is eontained in all 
en C is in I,(C) if and only if C is a splitting injective in 
C-p Y is an injection in C, then g is 
)* Hence the objects of IO(C) are 
ere may be Ext-injective objects in 
now that C is closed under submodules; i.e., if 
then C’ is in C. Then it is easily seen (see [7, 
ch X in mod/i there is a unique submc~du~e i, 
respect to the property X/t,X is in C. 
induces an isomorphism (X/t,X, C) E (X, 
follows that if P r,..., P, is a complete set 
rejective A-modules then C has a minimal finite cover 
f the modules isomorphic to the nonzero 
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an indecomposable C in C is Ext-projective, then C is in P,(C). For we have 
an exact sequence 0 --f A + B --t C--f 0 with B in add PO(C). Since C is closed 
under submodules, A is in C. Therefore if C is Ext-projective, the sequence 
0 + A --f B + C-t 0 splits, so C is in PO(C). Thus we have shown the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose C is closed under submodules. Then 
(a) C has a minimaljkite cover P,(C). 
(b) C in C is in P,,(C) if and only if C z P/I,P for some indecom- 
posable projective A-module P such that P/tcP # 0. 
(c) An indecomposable C in C is Ext-projective if and only if C is in 
pow 
Dually, suppose C is closed under factor modules; i.e., if C is in C, C/C’ 
is in C for all submodules C’ of C. Then it is easily seen (see [7, 
Proposition 4.81) that for each X in mod A, there is a unique submodule 
z&Y) of X maximal with respect to being in C. Moreover the injection 
Q(X) -+ X induces an isomorphism (C, r&Y)) -+ (C,X) for all C in C. We 
also have the following dual version of Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose C is closed under factor modules. Then 
(a) C has a minimal finite cocover I,(C). 
(b) C is in I,(C) if and only if C z z,(I) for some indecomposable 
injective A-module I such that z,(I) # 0. 
(c) An indecomposable C in C is Ext-injective if and only if C is in 
MC). 
Suppose once again that C is closed under submodules. Having described 
the indecomposable Ext-projectives in C, we now turn our attention to 
characterizing the indecomposable Ext-injective modules in C. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose C is closed under submodules. Then the 
following statements are equivalent for an indecomposable object A in C. 
(a) A is not Ext-injective in C. 
(b) t,(Tr DA) # Tr DA. 
(c) The almost split sequence 0 + A --f B --f Tr DA + 0 in mod A has 
the property that the induced sequence in C, O-+A+B/t,B+ 
Tr DA/t,(Tr DA) --f 0, is exact and therefore nonsplit. 
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Proojt: (a) implies (b). Since A is not Ext-injective in 
nonzero element x in Exti(X, A) for some X in C. Then there 
f: Tr IL4 --f X such that Ext’(J; A)(x) in Extr(Tr A) is the almost split 
sequence. Mencef: Tr DA --t X is not zero, so t, Tr f I-P DA. 
(b) implies (c). Since 0 -+ A +fB --sg Tr DA + 0 is an aT 
sequence and 1,(Tr DA) # Tr DA, there is a morphism h: r& 
such that (g / Im h)h = idtc(rrDA). Letting B’ = Im h, we have 
sequence 0 + A -+ B/B’ + Tr DA/t,(Tr DA) + 0. Since closed under 
extensions S/B’ is in C. Therefore B’ I t,B and so t A) = g(Z) II:: 
dt ). So we have the exact commutative diagram 
0 0 
i 1 
B'/t,B 1 El'/@ I I 
O-A--+ B&.B ---+ 
I! J: 
Tr DA~g(tcA: - 0 
/ 
0 -+ A -+ B/B’ ---+ Tr DAjt~(Tr DA) --+ 0 
Since B/t,B is in C, -we have that B’li,B is in and hence that 
/g(t,B) is in C (remember that submodules and 
extensions). 
Hence g(tc B) =) t,(Tr DA) and so g(tcB) = t,(Tr 
B’ft,B = 0, which shows that 0 -+ A + B/t&I --) Tr DA/tr T 
he fact that this sequences does not split follows from the fact that 8 --p A -+ 
+ Tr DA + 8 does not split. 
(c) implies (a). Trivial. 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3, iire have the following 
characterization of the indecomposable Ext-injective objects in C. 
~QRoLLARY 3.4. Suppose C is closed under $~b~od~les. Then an 
inkomposabte A in C is Ext-injective in C if and only if t,(Tr DA > = TP DA. 
As another consequence of Proposition 3.3 we have the following resuit 
concerning the existence and structure of almost spin sequence in C. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose C is closed under submodules. Let A be an 
indecomposable object in C which is not Ext-iPtjectiz;e in C and let 
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0 -+ A + B -+ Tr DA + 0 be an almost split sequence in mod A. Then there is 
a commutative exact diagram 
0 0 
1 1 
c = 
1 7 
O+A-%B/t,BfTrDA/t,TrDA+O 
II 1 1 
O-A- B’ - -0 
1 
“I 
0 0 
satisfying: 
(a) 0 t A -+ B’ + A’ --t 0 is an almost split sequence in C; 
(b) C-+ B&B and C -+ Tr DA/tc Tr DA are splittable mono- 
morphisms. 
ProoJ: The fact that 0 + A --+ B/&B + Tr DA/tc Tr DA + 0 is exact was 
established in Proposition 3.3. The fact that 0 + A + B is left almost split in 
mod A implies that 0 + A -+ B/&B is left almost split in C. Now the exact 
sequence 0 -+ A + B/t, B + Tr DA/tc Tr DA + 0 can be written as a sum of 
exact sequences 
&-+A~B’~A’--+O 
LI LI 
c=c 
where f’ is left minimal [7, Proposition 1.21). Hence the exact sequence 
0 --t A --/’ B’ +g’ A’ + 0 in C has the property that f’ is minimal left almost 
split in C, which by [2, Chap. II, Proposition 4.41 implies that it is almost 
split in C. 
For the sake of completeness we state without proof the duals of these last 
results if C has factor modules instead of submodules. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose C is closed under factor modules. Then the 
following statements are equivalent for an indecomposable object C in C. 
(a) C is not Ext-projective. 
(b) z&D Tr C) # 0. 
(c) The almost split sequence 0 --f D Tr C + B -+ C -+ 0 in mod A has 
the property that the induced sequence in C 0 + z,(D Tr C) + t&B) -+ C + 0 
is exact and therefore not split. 
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COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose C is closed under facto 
i~decom~osable C in C is Ext-projective if and on6y @‘z, 
~QROLLA~Y 3.8. Suppose C is closed unde~~~ct~~ mo 
~~decomposable in C which is not axe-projective and 
C -+ 0 an almost split sequence irt mod A. 2%~ t 
0 
1 
O- C’ - I ---e--+0 
1 ii 
5 - r,(D Tr C) - @B)--+C+ 
1 1 
7 = 
A 
0 
satisfying: 
(a) -+ C’ -+ 23’ -+ C -+ 0 is an almost split sequence in 
(b) O-+C’-+z,(DTrC) and 04Y-t~~ 
morphisms~ 
4. ?hlE k&-PROJECTIVE AND Ext-INJECTWE 
We assume throughout this section that C is a subcategory of mod A 
which is closed under extensions. In the previous section we examine 
Ext-injective and Ext-projective objects in C un 
that C was closed under either submodules or factor mod 
we obtain somewhat sharper results by adding the hyp 
closed under submodules, then it also has a finite coca 
closed under factor modules, then it also has a finite cover. A 
things we show that under either of these additional hypothesis 
er of nonisomorphic, indecomposa 
subcategory of mod A close 
has a finite coeover if and only if there is a 
where Sub C is the subcategory of mod A 
~sornor~~~~ to s’ubmodules of finite sums of cop 
= Sub C for some C in C. Then by 17, Prop 
f~~~toria~~~ finite in mod A. Therefore C h 
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Theorem 2.4 since we have the blanket assumption that C is closed under 
extensions. Before describing the indecomposable Ext-injective modules in C 
we introduce some notation. 
Since C is functorially finite in mod A we know by [7, Proposition 3.91 
that for each X in mod A there is a unique (up to isomorphism) right 
minimal morphism f: C+ X with C in C such that (C’, C) + (C’, X) + 0 is 
exact for all C’ in C. For each X we denote by f,: Xc -+ X one fixed such 
morphism. The fact that C is closed under submodules implies Ker fx is 
contained in C and we denote Ker f, by A$ Finally, we recall that if D is a 
subcategory of mod A, we denote by Ind D the subcategory of mod A 
consisting of the indecomposable modules in D and if X is a module in 
mod A we denote by IndX the subcategory of mod A consisting of the 
indecomposable modules isomorphic to summands of X. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose C = Sub C for some C in C. Denoting I,(mod A) 
by I, we have 
b-4 IO(C) = UIEIoIndL 
(b) UreI,Ind~‘,~MC)=O, 
(c) I,(C) U lJIEI, Ind A’, is the subcategory of Ind(mod A) consisting 
of the Ext-injective modules in Ind C. 
ProoJ: (a) See [7, Lemma 3.51. 
(b) Suppose X is in I,(C) n lJIEI, Ind A’,. Then there is a I in I, such 
that X is a summand of A’,. Thus the composition of monomorphisms X-t 
AL--+ I, is a splittable monomorphism. But then fI : Ic+ I is not right 
minimal, which is a contradiction. Hence I,,(C) n UIEIo Ind A’, = 0. 
(c) We first show that if X is in I,(C) U UIcI, Ind A’,, then X is Ext- 
injective in C, or what is the same thing, Exti(C, X) = 0 for all C in C. We 
have already seen at the beginning of Section 3 that Ext!,(C, X) = 0 for all C 
in C if X is in I,,(C). Let I be in Ind I, and let T = Im(1, +fll). Since (C, fI): 
cc, 1,) + (C, 0 + 0 is exact for all C in C, we have that (C, I,) -+ (C, T> + 0 
is exact for all C in C. Hence the exact sequence 0 -+ A’, --f I, -+ T -0 gives 
the exact sequence 0+ Exti(C, A’,) -+ Exti(C, 13. Therefore Exti(C, A’,) = 0 
for all C in C since Exti(C, Ic) = 0 for all C in C. Therefore we have shown 
that I,(C) U UIEIo Ind Ai consists of Ext-injective objects in C. 
Suppose now that X in C is an indecomposable Ext-injective module 
which is not in I,,(C). We want to show that X is in UIEb IndA’,. Since 
I,(C) is a cocover for C, we know there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ XA~ Y+ U+ 0 with Y in add I,,(C) such that h is left minimal. Since 
Ext,!,(C,X) = 0 for all C in C, it follows that (C, Y)+ (C, U) -+ 0 is exact for 
all C in C. Hence O+(,X)]C-+(,Y)]C!-+(,U)]~C-+O is a minimal 
projective presentation of ( , U) 1 C in (CoP,Ab). 
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Let U -+ I be an injective envelope of U in mod A. Then we have the exact 
commutative diagram 
0 
1 
implies f-‘(U) -+ U has the property ( , S-“(U)) j 
Since C is closed under submodules,S-“(U) is 
LS-“u4>lc~ P ts rejective. Hence the fact that ( 9 r) / 
projective cover means that there is an exact cornrn~~ 
0 
1 
Q-X- Y -u-o (**) 
1 1 II 
O-+A’,-f-‘(U)--+ U- 
with Y-r f-“(U) a splittable monomorphism. 
Combining (*) and (**) we obtain the exact ~ornrn~t~t~ve diagram 
cl 
1 1 
o---+x-+Y-u- 
1 1 1 
O--+A’c-+Ic-+I 
Since Y is in I,(C), we know that Y-t I, is a s~~ittab~~ 
we obtain the exact sequence of functors on 
0 0 
1 1 
o- (2X) - I 9 Yl - Q 5 r;i I 
1 1 1 
O- (,A’,)- (YB,) - (TOI 
1 1 1 
0- G -(,Ic/Y)lC- F -0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
where G = Coker(( )X) + ( , A’,)) and F = Coker(( , U) / 
Y-a I, is a splittable monomorphism, 1,/Y is in 
is projective in (Cop, Ab). 
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Next we observe that F is a subfunctor of ( , Z/U) 1 C. Therefore pd F < 1 
where pd F means projective dimension of F in (Cop, Ab). To see this we first 
observe that if M is in mod A, then the exact sequence 0 -+ A: --f M, + M 
induces the exact sequence of functors 0 -+ ( , AZ) + ( , Mc) + ( , M) 1 C + 0 
with the ( , A:) and ( , Mc) projective in (Cop, Ab). Thus pd( , M) ] C < 1 for 
all M in mod /1. In particular, pd( , Z/U) ] C < 1. But the fact that C is closed 
under submodules implies gl dim f.p(CoP, Ab) < 2.. Hence the fact that F c 
(,Z/U)]Candpd(,Z/U)]C<l,impliespdF<l. 
Consequently, it follows from the exact sequence O+ G+ ( , Zc/Y) -+ 
F + 0 that G is projective since (, Z,/Y)) is projective. Hence the exact 
sequence 0 -+ ( , X) + ( , A’,) --f G + 0 splits, which means that X+ A: is a 
splittable monomorphism. Therefore X is in Ind A’,, our desired result. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose C = Sub C for some C in C. Then there are a 
Jinite number of nonisomorphic indecomposable objects in C which are Ext- 
injective as well as only a finite number which are Ext-projective. 
We end this section with the statements of the duals of Theorem 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.2. 
Suppose C is a subcategory of modd which is closed under factor 
modules. Then C has a finite cover if and only if C = Fat C for some C in 
C, where Fat C is the subcategory of modd consisting of all modules 
isomorphic to factor modules of finite sums of C. Assume C = Fat C. Then 
by [7, Proposition 4.61 we know that C is functorially finite in mod II. 
Hence for each X in mod II, there is a unique, up to isomorphism, left 
minimal morphism g: X+ C with C in C such that (C, C’) --t (X, C’) + 0 is 
exact for all C’ in C. For each X in mod A we denote by g”: X-+Xc one 
fixed such morphism. The fact that C is closed under factor modules implies 
Coker 8 is in C and we denote Coker $ by A:. 
We now give the dual of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose C = Fat C for some C in C. Denoting 
P,(modA) by P, we have 
(a> P,(C) = Up,,, Id PC. 
(b) U,,,, Ind As n P,,(C) = 0. 
cc> POW” U&P, Ind A,” is the subcategory of Ind(mod A) consisting 
of the Ext-projective modules in Ind C. 
Finally, we have the following dual of Corollary 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose C = Fat C for some C in C. Then C has only 
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a finite number of nonisomorphic ~ndecompos~b~e ~~~i~~ ~c~ cm Ext- 
projective as well as only a finite number which are Exl-injective. 
5. WHEN IS sub lkf CLQSED UNDER &WENSIONS? 
In view of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 just established it is of interest o know 
when for a moduieM in mod A the subcategory SubM of mod A is closed 
under extensions as weli as when the subcategory Fat is closed under 
extensions. begin our discussion of these problems with some obser- 
vations con ing the subcategories of mod/d of the forms Sub Iii and 
Fat M for some M in mod A. 
be in mod/i. Then add M has a unique m~n~rna~ finite cocover 
Let i@ be a sum of a complete set of no~~somor~b~c modules in 
It is now easy to see that M has the following ~r~~e~t~es: 
(i) a is a sum of nonisomorphic i~deco~~~sab~e modules; 
(ii) ind k = I,(add @); 
(iii) Sub i@ = sub 
(iv) The above perties of ii? uniquely determine I@ up to 
isomorphism. 
In view of these remarks, we see that in discussing the subc ies of 
mod A of the form Sub M for some A4 we might as well assume t = M. 
Unless stated to the contrary, we make the convention that when we write 
Sub M we are automatically assuming that M = i@. 
Similar!y, add M has a unique finite minimal cover 
sum of a complete set of nonisomorphic modules in 
have 
(i) is a sum of nonisomorphic indecomposab~e modules; 
(ii) jind M = P,(add M) 
(iii) FacM=FacM - 
(iv) The above properties of M uni up PO 
isomorphism. 
Unless stated to the contrary, we will assume 
Fat M. 
when we write 
One final notation. For a subcategory of mod A we denok by 
the subcategory of mod A consisting of summands of duEes h have 
rice of submodules O=MOczMc ~.. CM,= such i-t IlMi 
for i = Cl,..., n - 1. 
ith these conventions and notations in mind, we have the following 
result which is basic to our entire discussion in this section. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose C is a subcategory of Sub M for some M in 
mod A. 
(a) rf Exti(C, M) = 0 f or all C in C, then Ext(C) is contained in 
Sub M. 
(b) Moreover if Ind M is contained in C, then Ext(C) being contained 
in Sub M implies that Exti(C, M) = Ofor all C in C. 
Proof (a) Suppose Exti(C, M) = 0 for all C in C. Let X be in Ext(C) 
and suppose 0=X, cX, c ... c X,, = X is a chain of submodules of X such 
that Xi+ ,/Xi is in C. The proof goes by induction on the minimal length of 
these chains. If n = 1, then X is in C and hence in Sub M. Assume now that 
the claim is proved for all modules in Ext(C) with chains of length n < k and 
suppose X in Ext(C) has a chain of length n = k. Then there is an exact 
sequence 0+X,-,--+X+X/X,_,+0 with X,-i and X/Xn-i in SubM. 
Then we have that there is an exact commutative diagram 
0 0 
1 1 
o-x,-, -x-x/xn~l -0 
1 1 II 
O- M’ -E-+X/X,_,-0 
with M’ in add M since Ind M is a cocover for Sub M. Since X/X+ i is in C, 
we have that Ext’(X/X,-,,M’)=O, so E=M’IIX/X+,. But 
X/X,, _ i c M” in add M so E c M’ II M”. Hence X is contained in M’ LI M” 
and is therefore in SubM. So part (a) is proven. 
(b) This is a trivial consequence of the following. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let M be a module such that IndM = I,(addM). If 
0 + M + E + A + 0 is a nonsplit exact sequence in mod A, then E is not in 
Sub M. 
Proof Suppose E is in SubM. Then there is an injection E + M’ with 
M’ in add M. Thus the composition M -+ E + M’ is an injection which is a 
splittable monomorphism since Ind M = I,(add M). Therefore 0 + M + E is 
a splittable monomorphism. This contradiction shows that E is not in 
Sub M. 
As a consequence of Proposition 5.1 we have the following criterion for 
Sub M closed under extensions. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The following are equivalent for C = Sub M. 
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(a> is closed under extensions. 
(b) Exti(C, M) = 0 for all C in 6. 
(c) Exti(M’, M) for all submodules M’ cf 
rooj (a) equivalent to (b). Trivial consequence of ~ro~os~t~o~ 5 DB I
(b) implies (c). Trivial. 
(6) implies (b). Suppose Cc n&f. If il= 1, t 
Assume true for n < k. Then the natural projection 
an exact sequence 0 -+ C’ --f c -+ C” -+ 0 with C’ c 
The exact sequence 
Ext;(C”, M) + Ext;(C, M) -+ Ext),(C’, 
gives that Exti(C, M) = 0 since Exti(C”, M) = 0 = 
For the sake of ctimpleteness we state the du& of 
5.3. 
positions 5.1 and 
Suppose C is a subcategory of Fat 
) Jf Exti(M, C) = 0 for all C in 
AJoreover if Ind M is contained in C, then Ext( ) being ~o~t~i~ed 
implies that Extf,(M, C) = 0 for all C in C. 
The dual of Proposition 5.3 is the following. 
~QPQSITKON 5.5. The following are equivalent /or 
(a> is closed under extensions. 
(b) Exti(M, C) = Ofor all C in C. 
(c) Exti(M, 44”) = 0 for all factor modules M” of M 
In view of these results it is of interest to know when a module 
property Exti(M”, M) = 0 for all submodules 
Exti(M, M”) = 0 for all factor modules M” of M. 
e following results. 
~~~~~KTION 5.6. The following statements are e~~~v~~e~t for a pair qf 
rnQd~~es N in mod A. 
(a) Exti(N’, M) = 0 for all submodules pi’ of IV* 
Cb) (Tr DM, P-7’) = Ofor all s~bmod~~es IV’ of IV. 
46) (Tr DM, N) = 0. 
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Proof. (a) equivalent o (b). We know by [2, Chap. I, Proposition 5.41 
that Exti( Y, X) z D(Hom(Tr DX, Y)) for all X and Y in mod A. From this 
the equivalence of (a) and (b) follows trivially. 
(b) implies (c). Suppose f: Tr DM+ N is a nonzero morphism with 
N’ = ImJ Then the induced epimorphism f’: Tr DMt N’ does not factor 
through a projective. For let P-t N’ be a projective cover of N’ and h: 
Tr DM-+ P any morphism. Then since Tr DM has no nontrivial projective 
summands, h(Tr DM) c rP and so the composition Tr DM+h P-t N’ is not 
an epimorphism. Therefore the image off’ in Hom,(Tr DM, N’) is not zero. 
Hence if Hom,(Tr DM, N’) = 0 for all submodules N’ of N, then 
Hom,(Tr DM, N) = 0. 
(c) implies (b). Trivial. 
As an immediate application of this proposition we have the following. 
COROLLARY 5.7. The following statements are equivalent for a 
module M in mod A. 
(a) Exti(M’, M) = Ofor all submodules M’ of M. 
(b) Hom,(Tr DM, M’) = 0 for all submodules M’ of M. 
(c) Hom,(Tr DM, M) = 0. 
For the sake of completeness we give the duals of Proposition 5.6 and 
Corollary 5.7. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. The following statements are equivalent for a pair of 
modules M, N in mod A. 
(a) Ext!,(M, N”) = 0 for all factor modules N” of N. 
(b) Hom,(N”, D Tr M) = 0 for all factor modules N” of N. 
(c) Hom,(N, D Tr M) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.9. The following statements are equivalent for a 
module M in mod A. 
(a), Ext!,(M, M”) = 0 for all factor modules M” of M. 
(b) Hom*(M”, D Tr M) = 0 for all factors modules MN of M. 
(c) Hom,(M, D Tr M) = 0. 
Summarizing some of these results we obtain the following existence 
theorem for subcategories C of mod A which are closed under extensions and 
are functorially finite in mod A. 
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~~~0~~~ 5.10. Let M and N be in m 
(a) 6f Hom,(Tr DIM, M) = 0, then S under extensions 
and is ~~~ct~rial~y finite in mod II. 
(b) If Hom,(N, D Tr N) = 0, then Fat N is close under e~te~siQ~s 
and is ~~~ctoria~ly jhite in mod /I. 
) 1f Nom,(Tr DM, M) = 0 = 
n Fat iV is closed under extens 
mod A. 
roof. (a) and (b) Already established. 
(c) The fact that C is closed under extensiotis follows from (a) an 
(b), From the fact that C = Sub Mn Fat N, 
C, -+ C, is a morphism in C then Im f is in 
images. Therefore .we know by [7, Proposit 
functorially finite in mod n if C has a finite cocover and a 
is not di%cult to see that M has a unique $ubrn~d~le 
respect o being in C and that IndM’ is a finite ~~~~ver 
not dif~~~lt to see that there is a unique subm~dul~ N’ of N mini 
respect o N/N’ being in C and that Ind(N/N’) is a fini 
6. EXAMPLES 
This section is devoted to applying our previous results to obtain exarn~~~~ 
of subeategor~es C of mod A which have almost s lit sequences because t
are closed under extensions and are functorially finite in mod A. 
e begin with subcategories of mod A which are heredita 
sion theories. Our first result was first ~~tai~e~ by 
artinez [g] in the case of the torsionless modules over 4- 
algebras and by Roggenkamp [9] for certain other cases. 
Let d be an arbitrary artin algebra. Par each simple A-mo 
choose fixed projective covers P(S) and injective envelo 
assume that we also have a fixed complete set Si,..“? S, 
simple modules and P, = PCS,) and Ii = B(S,). 
%et J be a subset of { l,..., n] and let PJ denote 
EJ 1i s Sub 1, consists of all modules A4 with the 
module of M is isomorphic to Sj for some 3 i 
all rnod~~e~ M with the property that each simple submodule of 
isomor c to Sj for some j in J. Hence the sub 
are of e form Sub I, for some subset J of 
torsion theories of mod A and the §~~~~ateg~~ie~ Fat Pur are 
e hereditary cotorsion theories of mod A. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. For each subset J of {l,..., n} the subcategories Sub IJ 
and Fat PJ have almost split sequences since they are functorially j?nite in 
mod A and are closed under extensions. 
ProoJ: Since Tr DIJ = 0, we have (Tr DIJ, IJ) = 0, so by Theorem 5.10 
Sub IJ is closed under extensions and is functorially finite in mod A. 
Similarly, since D Tr P,= 0, we have (PJ, D Tr PJ) = 0, so again by 
Theorem 5.10 Fat PJ is closed under extensions and is functorially finite in 
modA. 
We next want to determine the Ext-projective and Ext-injective objects in 
the subcategories Sub I, and Fat PJ. This result it based on the following. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let M be a A-module. 
(a) Suppose Sub M is closed under extensions. Then X in Sub M is 
Ext-injective in Sub A4 if and only if (Tr DX, M) = 0. 
(b) Suppose Fat M is closed under extensions. Then Y in FacM is 
Ext-projective if and only if (M, D Tr Y) = 0. 
Proo$ (a) By Proposition 5.6, we know that Exti(M’,X) = 0 for all 
submodules M’ of M if and only if (Tr DX, 44) = 0. Hence if X is Ext- 
injective in Sub M, then (Tr DX, M) = 0. On the other hand it is not hard to 
show that Extf,(C,X) = 0 for all C in Sub A4 if Exti(M’,X) = 0 for all 
submodules M’ of M using the same argument as that given in proving 
Proposition 5.3. Hence if (Tr DX, M) = 0, then X is Ext-injective in Sub M. 
(b) Dual of (a). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let J be a subset of {l,..., n}, let K be the subset of 
{ L..., n} consisting of all i in {l,..., n} such that (Pi, I,) # 0 and let C = 
Sub IJ. Then 
(a) K 3 J. 
(b) The set of all PkIt,P, with k in K is a complete set of 
nonisomorphic indecomposable Ext-projectives in Sub IJ = C. 
(c) The set {Ij}js,U {D Tr(PJrpJ(Pi))}ieK-J is a complete set of 
nonisomorphic indecomposable Ext-injective modules in Sub IJ. 
(d) The number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable Ext- 
projective is the same as the number of isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable Ext-injective modules. 
ProoJ: (a) Trivial. 
(b) Follows from the general description of the Ext-projective objects 
in subcategories of the form Sub M. 
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(6) Clearly each Ij with j E J is Ext-injective in b IJ. Suppose X is 
an indecomposable noninjective module. By Lemma we know that an 
X is Ext-injective in Sub IJ if only if (Tr IJ) = 0. 
injective if and only if Tr DX no simple position 
factors Sj with i in J. Therefore we want to d~ter~~i~e t ~~decomp~sab~~ 
~o~projectiv~ modules Y in mod A which satisfy: (i) Y has no corn~o~iti~~ 
factors in {Sj}jEJ and (ii) D Tr Y is in Sub BJ or e~u~val~~tly~ such that the 
factors of Sot D Tr Y are in {Sjjjes. 
+g P, -tf Y-+ 0 is a minimal projective pre§eu~a~o~ 
n that Sot D Tr YE Ujej njSj if and only if P, 25 
Also, Y has no composition factors in {bsj}jpJ if and only if Im g 
Therefore Y satisfies (i) and (ii) above if and only if Im 
Suppose Y satisfies Im g = rpp,(PO). Since z~, is an 
indecomposable if and only if P, is indecompo~ab~~~ i 
.jzpJ(Pi) with i not in J. But rp,(Pi) # 0 if and only if 
is an indecomposable nonprojective module satisfyi 
only if Yz Pi/r,J(P,) with i in K - 9. Hence a ~o~injectiv~ ~decom~o~able 
in Ext-injective in C if and only if X=: 
- is finishes the proof of (c). 
(d) Follows trivially from (6). 
For the sake of completeness we state without proof the following 
de~crip~on of the indecomposable Ext-projectives and ~~t-i~je~t~ve~ in 
Fat his can be obtained by duality from ~rQpos~tio~ 6.3. 
~~QPQSITION 6.4. Let J be a subset of {I,..., n}, let be the subser of 
onsisting of all i in {l,..., n] sz& that = FTiC PJ 
= Sub kJ. 
‘she set of all z,(I,) with k in K ” a cQmple%e set of ~o~isorno~~~~c 
indec osable Ext-injectives in Fat PJ = 
(c) The set {PjjjeJU {TrD(tAIi)JieKml is a complete set qf 
~o~~sorno~~~ic Ext-projective modules in Fat PJ, 
(sl) The number of isomorphism classes of i mposab~e Ext- 
projective is the same as the number of isorn~~~~~srn es of in~eco~~- 
posab~e Ext-injective modules. 
As a consequence of Propositions 6.3 an 
ich was also obtained independently by 
e have the following 
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of mod A consisting of all M such that every simple submodule of M is in J 
and every simple submodule of M/rM is in K has almost split sequences. 
ProoJ: Clearly C = Sub IJn Fat PK. Since Tr DIJ = 0, we have that 
Hom,(Tr DI,, IJ) = 0 and since DTrP,=O, we have that 
Hom(P,, D Tr PK) = 0. Hence by Theorem 5.10, C is closed under 
extensions and is functorially finite in mod A. Hence C has almost split 
sequences. 
We now give some examples involving preprojective and preinjective 
modules over hereditary artin algebras A. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Suppose A is a hereditary artin algebra. Let M= 
uizl Mi and N = Ufzl Nj where the Mi and Nj are indecomposable 
modules such that there are integers m > 0 and n > 0 with the property that 
D Trm Mi is projective and D Tr” Ni is projective. Then the subcategories 
Sub M, Fat M, Sub N n Fat M and Sub M n Fat N of mod A have almost 
split sequences. 
Proof. The hypothesis on M implies that (M, D TrM)= 0= 
(Tr DM, M) = and (N, D Tr M) = 0 = (Tr DN, N) (see [ 3, Sect. 11). The 
desired result now follows from Theorem 5.10. 
For reasons similar to those used to establish Proposition 6.6 we have the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Suppose A is a hereditary artin algebra. Let A = 
Uf=, Ai and B = us=, Bj where Ai and Bj are indecomposable modules 
such that there are integers m > 0 and n > 0 such that Tr DmMi and Tr D”Nj 
are injective. Then the subcategories Sub M, Fat M, Sub N fY Fat M and 
Sub Mn Fat N of mod A have almost split sequences. 
C. Riedtmann has informed us of another source of examples. Namely, 
she knows infinite families of selfinjective algebras of finite type A such that 
(Tr DM, M) = 0 = (M, D Tr M) for all indecomposable A-modules M. 
As another example of modules M satisfying (Tr DM, M) = 0 or 
(M,DTrM)=O, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let S be a simple A-module such that Ext!.,(S, S) = 0. 
Then the subcategories Sub(D Tr S), Fac(Tr DS) and Sub(D Tr S) n 
Fac(Tr DS) of mod A have almost split sequences. 
ProoJ: Let O+ rP-+ P+ S+ 0 be exact with P-t S-t 0 a projective 
cover. Then Extl(S, S) = 0 if and only if S is not a submodule of rP/r*P. 
Since iP/r’P z Sot D Tr S (see [ 5, Proposition 5.3]), the assumption 
Ext’(S, S) = 0 implies (S, D Tr S) = 0. Because Tr D(D Tr S) = S, we have 
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that (Tr D(D Tr S), D Tr S) =O. Hence Sub(D Tr S) has almost split 
sequences. The dual argument shows that Exti(S, 
(Tr DS, S) = 0. So (Tr DS, D Tr(Tr DS)) = 0 and 
almost split sequences as does Sub(D Tr S) n Fac(TTn 
There are many examples of artin algebras A ha 
satisfying Ext’(S, S) = 0. We just cite one family of examples Suppose A is 
an artin algebra of finite type with MI,..., M, a complete set of 
nonisomorphic indecomposable A-modules. Then r = End,(U~= , 
the property that Exti(S, S) = 0 for all simple r-modules S. 
We now point out another source of examples of subcategories of mod A 
having almost split sequences. 
Let A be an arbitrary artin algebra. The subca y Sub .A consists of the 
submodules of projective A-modules. Then I,, 
indecomposable projective modules P with the 
exact with T in Sub A, then 0 + P -+ T is a splittable monomor 
that a projective module is maximal if it is in I&Sub A). 
Proposition 5.3 that Sub A is closed under extensions if and only if for each 
maximal projective P we have that Exti(C, P) = 0 for ail C in Sub A. But 
Exti(Cg P) = 0 for all C in Sub A if and only if Exti(X3 P) = 0 for all X in 
mod A, or equivalently, inj dim P < 1. Therefore we have shown that 
is closed under extensions if and only if inj dim < 1 for all maximal 
projective modules F- Hence we have proven 
PROPOSETIBN 6.9. Let A be an arbitrary artin algebra. Then Sub A has 
aZnzost @it sequences if and only gy inj dim P < 1 for all maximal projective 
modules P. 
As an easy consequence of this result we have the foilowing due to 
Bautista and Martinez [g]* 
CQROLLARY 6.10. Let A be a l-Gwenstein avtin algebra; ix,, 
pd l,(A) = 0 where I*(A) is the injective envelope of A. Then Sub A has 
almost split sequences. 
PrcaoJ Since l,(A) is projective, I,(Sub A) = Ind IO(A). Therefore 
inj dim P = 0 for all maximal projective modules P. ur desired result now 
follows trivially from Proposition 6.9. 
We now end this section by pointing out how, given a s~bcate~~r~ Sub M 
of mod A having almost split sequences, we can obtain other such 
subcategories. Suppose C = Sub M has almost split sequences or, e 
same thing, is closed under extensions. Then for each inde e 
injective module I in mod A we have the exact sequence 0 + A’, -+ Ic-+ I 
described in Section 4, where UIEl,, hd A’, consists of the ~~d~co~~~~ab~~ 
Ext-injective modules in C which are not part of a minimal cocover for C, 
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Let M, be the sum of a complete set of nonisomorphic modules in 
U,a,, Ind -4;. Then Exti(C, M,) = 0 for all C in C since certainly 
Exti(C, M) = 0 for all C in Sub M, c Sub M. Hence Sub M, has almost split 
sequences. Proceeding by induction we obtain a sequence of subcategories 
with almost split sequences Sub M 3 Sub M, 2 . . . 1 Sub Mi 3 ... naturally 
associated with the subcategory Sub M. 
Finally it should be observed that M, = 0 or equivalently As= 0 for all I 
in I, if and only if r,(I) is in C for all I in I, if and only if the indecom- 
posable Ext-injective modules in C are precisely the modules in I,,(C). 
A similar discussion can be carried out for the subcategories Fat M with 
almost split sequences. 
7. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
The examples of subcategories of modd having almost split sequences we 
gave in Section 6 were all of the form Sub M or Fat M. In this section we 
give a different type of example, namely: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let A be an arbitrary artin algebra and C the 
subcategory of mod A consisting of all modules M such that Exti(M, A) = 0. 
Then C is functorially finite in mod A and has almost split sequences. 
Proof. Since C is clearly closed under extensions, if we show that C is 
functorially finite in mod A we will also have that C has almost split 
sequences. Now for each A”*- module N we have a natural exact sequence 
0 + Ext!,(Tr N, A) + N --f N** where N-t N** is the usual morphism N+ 
Hom,(Hom,(N, A), A) (see [ 1, Proposition 6.31). Hence N+ N** is a 
monomorphism if and only if Ext>(Tr N, A) = 0. Therefore M is in C if and 
only if Tr M is in Sub A’*. Or equivalently C is add(Tr(Sub A”*) U PO(A)). 
We now want to use this description combined with the fact that Sub Aup is 
functorially finite in mod A”*, to show that C is functorially finite in mod A. 
This is a trivial consequence of the following general considerations which 
are of interest in their own right. 
We recall that a subcategory C of mod A is contravariantly (covariantly) 
finite in mod A if and only if Ind C is contravariantly (covariantly) finite in 
Ind(mod A) when Ind C being contravariantly (coveriantly) finite in 
Ind(mod A) means that for each X in Ind(mod A) there is a morphism 
C’ +X (X-+ C’) with C’ in add Ind C such that (C, C’) + (C, X) -+ 0 
((C’, C) + (1, C) + 0) is exact for all C in Ind C (see [7, Sect. 3 I). Hence to 
prove Proposition 7.1 it suffkes to show Ind C is functorially finite in 
Ind(mod A). 
is contravariantly finite in ~nd(m~d .A)p then Tr 
nite in Ind (mod Aop). 
is covariantly Jnite in Ind(modA), Gel: Tr 
~~n~~~v~~~~~~~y jkite in Ind(mod A”“). 
(a) Let X be in Ind(mod A”“). If X is in 
rove. Suppose X is not projective and let 
finite in Ind(mod A), t 
such that .(B’, B) -+ (B’, y> -+ 0 is exact for 
-+ mod Aop is a duality, we __ - 
property that the induced morphis 
r all V in Tr B. Now we know that ther 
ojective such that (Q, M) + (Tr Y, M) -+ 
in mod Aop. Namely, if P projective cover, then 
e com~o§itiQ~ Tr Y--f (Tr Y)** + P* is mor~~i§m Tr Y4 Q. 
ence the induced morphism Tr Y-+ Tr as the property that 
V) -+ (Tr Y, V) -+ 0 is exact for all V in mod AoPe Since X = Tr Y 
rary nonprojective module in Hnd(modAoP), we have shown that 
‘“) is covariantly finite in End(mod A 1. 
@OROLLAWY 7.3. Let B be a subcategory of ~nd(mod 
f~i~~wi~~ are equivalent: 
(a> ravariantly (covariantly) jhite in ~~d~rnQd A >. 
0-J) &do”) is covariantly (~ont~avaria~tly) fhite in 
is covariantly (contravariuntly) j%ite in Ind 
is contravariantly (covaria~~~y) Jinite in I 
ProoJ (a) equivalent o (b). Shown in Pro 
(b) equivalent to (c). We know by [7 
&top) has only a finite number of nonisomo 
is covariantly (contravariantly) finite in Ind( 
covariantly (contravariantly) finite in Ind(mod A ““)~ 
(c) equivalent o (d). Follows by duality. 
hoposition 7.1 follows from Corollary 7.3. 
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